Effect of subunit dissociation, denaturation, aggregation, coagulation, and decomposition on enzyme inactivation kinetics: II. Biphasic and grace period behavior.
A model previously developed to characterize enzymatic in activation behavior was used to explain the non-first-order biphasic and grace period phenomena that are often observed with oligomeric enzymes. Luciferase and urease were used as model enzyme such as luciferase, the oligomer initially dissociates reversibly into two native monomer species. These native monomers can then reversibly denature and irreversibly aggregate and coagulate. With the hexamer, urease, two trimers are formed that can subsequently aggregate to form an inactive hexamer. The dissociated monomer species of luciferase do not possess catalytic activity, so the inactivation mechanism, is biphasic; the first slope of a first-order kinetic plot is influenced by the reversible oligomer/monomer/denatured-monomer transition. Whereas the second slope is associated with either irreversible aggregation or coagulation. In contrast, the trimer of urease has the same activity as the hexamer; therefore, during the intitial hexamer-trimer transition, little activity loss occurs. However, as the trimer concentration increases, activity decreases as a result of trimer aggregation. As a result, grace period inactivation behavior is observed.